The curse of dimensionality has prompted intensive research in effective methods of mapping high dimensional data. Dimensionality reduction and subspace learning have been studied extensively and widely applied to feature extraction and pattern representation in image and vision applications. Although PCA has long been regarded as a simple, efficient linear subspace technique, many nonlinear methods such as kernel PCA, local linear embedding, and self-organizing networks have been proposed recently for dealing with increasingly complex nonlinear data. The intensive research in nonlinear methods often creates an impression that they are highly superior and preferred, though often limited experiments were given and the results not tested on significance. In this paper, we systematically investigate and compare the capabilities of various linear and nonlinear subspace methods for face representation and recognition. The performances of these methods are analyzed and discussed along with statistical significance tests on obtained results. The experiments on a range of data sets show that nonlinear methods do not always outperform linear ones, especially on data sets containing noise and outliers or having discontinuous or multiple submanifolds. Certain nonlinear methods with certain classifiers do yield better performances consistently than others. However, the differences among them are small and in most cases are not significant. A measure is used to quantify the nonlinearity of a data set in a subspace. It explains that good performances are achievable in reduced dimensions of low degree of nonlinearity.
Introduction
With the ever fast increasing quantity and complexity of the data in many fields, it becomes difficult, challenging or even impossible to deal with raw data directly. Dimensionality reduction has become a necessity for pre-processing data so to facilitate data management, representation and classification. It aims to represent the data in a low-dimensional, essential subspace that captures the intrinsic nature of the data. Images often contain a large number of pixel values and are represented as high-dimensional vectors or arrays. Operating directly on these vectors is inefficient, would lead to high computational costs and storage demands, and poses the curse of dimensionality to many learning tasks. An effective subspace representation has thus become desirable in many image processing applications.
In face recognition, appearance-based approach has been widely used. The holistic and component-based methods are two main ways for representing facial appearances. In holistic representation, a facial image is considered as a vector of pixels and is represented as a single point in the high-dimensional space. Subspace methods are applied in unsupervised manner to reduce the high-dimensional data onto a lower dimensional space while retaining intrinsic features for further classification (e.g. eigenfaces [1] and fisherfaces [2] ). Component-based representation is in favor of representing a face by multiple local features. It divides a face image into local subblocks (or regions) and then subspace methods are applied on these blocks to extract compact representations (e.g. modular eigenspaces [3] and LBP-based local facial representation [4, 5] ). In both representations, dimension reduction is applied to a great extent in order to extract features and to facilitate further processing such as classification. Supervised dimension reduction, which jointly optimizes the reduction and classification, is beyond the scope of this paper.
PCA is a primary dimensionality reduction technique and is regarded as the theoretical foundation of many nonlinear subspace techniques. It seeks a linear projection that best fits a data set in the least-square sense and has been widely used due to its computational and analytical simplicity [6] . Eigenface [1] is a well-known application of PCA for face recognition. However, as much recent literature has pointed out, the linearity of PCA limits its power for complex data sets as it is unable to capture nonlinear structure of the data defined by beyond second order statistics. Various nonlinear techniques have been proposed. Kernel PCA (KPCA) [7] extends PCA to nonlinearity by projecting the data into a higher-dimensional feature space via the kernel trick. Manifold-based learning techniques, such as local linear embedding (LLE) [8] , ISOMAP [9] and curvilinear component analysis (CCA) [10] , and their linear variants (e.g., locality preserving projection (LPP) [11] and orthogonal locality preserving projection (OLPP) [12] ), detect underlying nonlinear data manifold by preserving local relationships or distances between data points in a neighborhood via minimizing a defined cost function. Several reviews of the existing dimensionality reduction and subspace methods have been given (e.g., [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] ), and many applications can also been found in the literature, e.g. [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] .
Adaptive neural networks provide alternative approaches to nonlinear subspace learning and dimension reduction. Kohonen's selforganizing map (SOM) [25] is an abstraction of retinotopic mapping model. Its topology-preserving property is utilized to extract and visualize relative mutual relationships among the data, and thus has been widely used for data clustering and visualization. For a more natural and direct display of data structure, the visualization induced SOM (ViSOM) [26] was proposed and further improved by a growing variant, gViSOM [27] . Local distances are preserved on the map along with the topology. It has been shown that ViSOM represents a metric scaling of the input space and has comparable capability for highly nonlinear manifold learning with other nonlinear PCA methods, such as LLE and ISOMAP [27] . Typical applications of SOM-based methods for face recognition can be found in [28, 29, 17] .
Recently increasing effort and amount of the literature on nonlinear subspace methods indeed demonstrate better capability of nonlinear methods for capturing complex relationships of the data. However, it inevitably deludes to a "common sense" that nonlinear methods are always preferable for data representation [7] [8] [9] [10] 30, 16, 31, 26, 27] . However, most experiments with these nonlinear projections in the literature were often conducted on artificial data sets lying on an assumed lowdimensional, continuous and smooth subspace embedded in highdimensional space, and their underlying intrinsic subspaces or manifolds are well sampled. No comprehensive evaluation on practical data such as faces has been conducted. Goldberg et al. [16] have already pointed out that the use of manifold learning on arbitrary or noisy data can be problematic. Structures of real-world data sets can be far more complicated than those assumed tidy toy data sets. It is unrealistic to imagine them to have uniform structured distributions. MurphyChutorian and Trivedi [32] have shown that, for head pose estimation, head pose data sets of multiple subjects (persons) with different poses or other factors (e.g. lighting) are hard to lie on a single subspace, and even variant poses for a single subject sampled from some continuous measurement device may also lead disjoint distributions.
In this paper, we present an extensive evaluation of linear and nonlinear dimensionality reduction and subspace methods on facial images. We demonstrate that linear and nonlinear subspace methods often yield similar performances in face recognition and nonlinear methods lose their superiorities on data sets when there is discontinuity in the subspace. Extensive experiments on a range of data sets were conducted to elucidate our observations. Though there has been previous work on applying some of these linear and nonlinear methods for some representation tasks and the results seem to favor nonlinear methods [23, 21, 33, 20, 28, 29] , their performance often vary with training/test schemes, preprocessing methods and choices of classifiers. Therefore, an objective evaluation on the properties of these linear and nonlinear methods is essential to best utilizing these advanced techniques in practical face recognition systems. Here we present a thorough investigation and a comprehensive comparison, together with statistical tests of the results. Finally a nonlinear analysis and subsequent discussions on the complexity of real-world face data are presented to further explain the findings.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews various linear and nonlinear dimensionality reduction and subspace learning methods. Experiments on twodimensional representation of real-world data sets and results of face recognition on various benchmark data sets are reported in Section 3, together with significance tests on these results. A nonlinearity analysis and discussion are given in Section 4, followed by conclusions in Section 5.
Dimensionality reduction methods
In this section, various dimension reduction methods are briefly reviewed. Their role in face representation and recognition will be described in Section 3. There are three main categories based on eigen decomposition, multidimensional scaling and self-organizing map, respectively. PCA, KPCA, LLE, Hessian LLE (HLLE), LPP, OLPP and spectral clustering belong to the first category, while ISOMAP and CCA the second, and SOM, ViSOM and gViSOM the third.
PCA-based methods
PCA is a classical linear projection aiming at finding ordered orthogonal directions of a data set. After discarding a (large) number of minor components, a (small) number of principal components are retained, which are also known as eigenfaces in face recognition. The data (or a face image) is effectively represented by these principal components (or eigen faces). It minimizes the L 2 norm of residual (or error) as
where x i ∈R n and y i ∈R d , are the i-th sample in the data and projected spaces, respectively. This problem is commonly solved as a linear least-square problem by eigen-decomposition or singular value decomposition (SVD), yielding a group of orthogonal basis vectors,
nÂd , whose eigenvalues are the largest and in descending order. The projection from the original n-dimensional data space to the reduced d-dimensional subspace is presented as,
and the reconstruction of x i is
In holistic face recognition, raw face images are projected onto a ddimensional subspace first, and then classification is conducted in the subspace.
A variant of PCA in image processing is the block-based PCA (BPCA) [34] , which operates on local blocks (e.g. 5 × 5 = 25) rather than entire images. An image is divided into a number of subblocks, and then a PCA is applied on all of these blocks of each image to reduce the block size (e.g. to 2). Two-dimensional PCA (2DPCA) [35] is another variant of PCA operating on 2D image matrices rather than vectors. The image scatter matrix (G) is calculated directly from the image matrices, x m , as follows, from which eigenvectors are computed,
Kernel PCA
Kernel-PCA [7] is a nonlinear extension of PCA. A data set is first projected onto a high-dimensional feature space, F, by using a hypothetic nonlinear function, Φ(X). Then the standard PCA is performed in the F space via a kernel function, k(X, Y) = (Φ(X) ⋅ Φ(Y)). The covariance matrix K is computed via the kernel function, Eq. (6), and the projection of an image x onto a subspace of F is given in Eq. (7), assuming that the data is centered,
where v k and α k , k = 1, 2, …, d, are the k-th eigenvector in F space or the k-th eigenvector of the covariance matrix K, respectively. z is the projected vector of the image to F, z i :
is the i-th training image. The radial basis function is a commonly used kernel function.
LLE
LLE [8] is another nonlinear manifold method and is able to map high-dimensional nonlinear data onto a single global coordinate system of lower dimensional subspace. A number of K lle nearest neighbors are first defined for each data point, then the weight ω ij of a data point x i from each of its neighbors x j is computed by minimizing the cost function, E(ω), Eq. (8) . Finally the output vector y i is reconstructed from ω ij by minimizing the embedding cost function, E(y), Eq. (9),
where ∑ j ω ij ¼ 1, and ω ij = 0 if data x j is not in the neighborhood of x i . The reconstruction weights preserve the intrinsic geometric properties of local neighborhoods and also make the mapping invariant to rotation, rescaling and translation. The optimal weights can be computed in a closed form by solving a constraint least-square problem of the cost function, Eq. (8), while the embedding vectors y i in Eq. (9) are solved as an eigenvalue problem. Further similar methods include HLLE [36] , orthogonal neighborhood preserving projection (ONPP) [37] and spectral clustering [38] . These subspace methods are defined on a local neighborhood and transform global structure to local linear structures. That is, the manifold is constructed on local (linear) graphs. These methods are closely related and can be described under the regularization theory or kernel methods. The difference mainly lies in defining the local reconstruction or graph, either linearly as in LLE and HLLE or by orthogonal constraint on the projection matrix as in ONPP.
LPP
LPP [11] computes a projection that preserves a certain affinity or similarity graph constructed from input data. It defines the projected data in the same form as PCA, y i ¼ V T x i , but minimizes a different object function which puts a heavy penalty on neighboring points x i and x j if they are mapped far apart in the projected space,
where ζ ij is the weight of the edge connecting points x i and x j in the affinity graph. Heat Kernel and cosine model are two common approaches for computing the value of ζ ij in the input space, and ζ ij = 0 if two points are not connected in a same neighborhood. LPP uses this affinity graph to derive an optimal projection in an effort to preserve the local structure of the data. The objective function can be easily converted to
where L ¼ D−ζ is the graph Laplacian [11, 39] , and D is a diagonal matrix with D ii ¼ ∑ j ζ ij . Then the solution can be computed from the generalized eigenvalue problem,
The projection is onto eigenvectors, V ¼ v 1 ;v 2 ; …; v d f g that correspond to the smallest d eigenvalues. LPP projection is similar with Laplacian eigenmap described in [39] . Its orthogonal extension, refereed as OLPP [12] adds an orthogonal constrain on the projection V T V ¼ I to give a more discriminative mapping.
ISOMAP
ISOMAP [9] seeks an underlying manifold of a data set by computing the geodesic, manifold distances between all pairs of data points. It first constructs a neighborhood graph over all data points by connecting each point to all its neighbors in the input space. Then it estimates geodesic distances of all pairs of points by computing the shortest path distances in the neighborhood graph (using the Floyd's algorithm). Finally multidimensional scaling is applied to the Grammian matrix to construct the embedding that best preserves the intrinsic geometry structure of the data.
CCA
CCA [10] is another method for nonlinear mapping. It detects the intrinsic geometric properties of the data by preserving local distance relationships via minimizing an error function defined as,
where I ij and O ij are the Euclidean distances between points i and j in n-dimensional data space and d-dimensional output space respectively. φ O ij ; θ y is a monotonically decreasing neighborhood function respecting to the distance in the projected space and is used for preserving local topology and maintaining shorter distances than longer ones.
SOM
SOM [25] is an unsupervised learning algorithm that uses a set of neurons ranged often in a 2-D lattice (e.g., 10 × 10) to form a topological mapping of the data. Each neuron has a weight vector of the input dimensions. SOM learns topological structure of the input data by updating the weights of the winner and its neighborhood when presented with an input x at time t, the weight of neuron l is updated as,
where α(t) is the learning rate, monotonically decreasing with time t. u denotes the winner neuron and l the updating neuron. η(u, l, t) is the neighborhood function, which often uses a Gaussian form, η(u, l, t)
, with σ representing the radius of the neighborhood. For dimension reduction and data visualization, highdimensional data are projected onto the grid or the nearest neurons of the trained SOM. Then the data is represented by the 2D coordinate of the neurons. The SOM can reveal ordinal relationships of the data. However, it is unable to reproduce quantitative distances between the data points on the reduced space.
ViSOM and gViSOM
To seek a metric representation, the ViSOM [26] was proposed to preserve local distances on the map along with the topology of the data. The updating force in the SOM, as shown in Eq. (14), can be decomposed as,
. The second term is the lateral contraction force as it moves the neighboring neuron to the winner. In the ViSOM, the lateral contraction force is regulated so as to maintain uniform inter-neuron distances locally on the map. The update rule is [26] ,
where β = ρ ul /λd ul − 1 is a simple form of constraint, ρ ul and d ul are the distance of neurons u and l in the input space and the distance of their indexes on the map respectively, and λ is a resolution parameter. The neighborhood function η is similar to that of SOM, with neighborhood radius decreasing from an initially large value to a final small value. The distance of two projected points on the map is proportional to the distance of the two points in the input space, making the scaling faithful and quantitatively measurable. The resolution of the map can be enhanced by incorporating the local linear projection (LLP) method [27] ,
It has been shown that SOM-based algorithms with a pre-fixed map size have difficulties to converge to highly nonlinear manifolds [27] . For improving the convergence and capability of ViSOM, an incremental or growing ViSOM (gViSOM) has been proposed. The details of the gViSOM algorithm can be found in [27] .
Experiments and comparisons

Face data sets
The experiments were conducted on several publicly available real-world face data sets: the single subject face data set used in [9] , the Olivetti Research Laboratory (ORL) data set [40] [12] , where images were manually aligned to the same eye positions, cropped, and re-sized to 32 × 32. We used the first 34 subjects, each having 170 images with five near frontal poses (C05, C07, C09, C27, C29) and under different illuminations and expressions, in total 5780 images, in the experiment.
The magnitudes of pixel values of face images were rearranged to [0 1] in all the experiments. For computational convenience, the ORL, Yale and AR face images were re-sized to 56 × 46, 45 × 60 and 55 × 40 respectively in the experiments of 2D representation and vector-based face recognition, but were kept in their original sizes for the experiment of block-based face recognition. The size of PIE faces remained as 32 × 32 in all the experiments.
2D representation of face images
In this set of experiments, we investigated the capabilities of linear and nonlinear subspace methods for feature representation. Raw face images of the data sets were represented as vectors in their highdimensional input spaces. We compared the performances of various subspace methods for projecting the high-dimensional face vectors onto a 2D subspace.
In the single subject case, all images of the subject model were used. In Fig. 1 , the subspaces learned by LLE, ISOMAP and gViSOM in (c), (d) and (f) seem to capture better intrinsic structure of the variances of the data than other methods. The pose and lighting are changed smoothly on these three projections. The projections of PCA, KPCA and SOM, however, are more sensitive to lighting impact than pose variation, leading to some degree of overlap for those with pose and lighting changes. Thus in these experiments most nonlinear methods seem to outperform linear PCA in extracting low-dimensional representation of the single subject.
In the multiple subject case, randomly selected ten subjects from the ORL set, five from the Yale set and three from the PIE set were used. The 2D representations of these face databases by PCA, KPCA, LLE, ISOMAP, SOM and gViSOM methods are shown in Figs. 2-4 . The results presented are the typical projections of these methods. The parameters of each method were chosen to its typical performance. In the cases of the ORL and Yale sets, the projections of PCA bear similar or comparable performances to nonlinear projections in the terms of between-subject separation and within-subject compactness (exclusive of SOM projection, in which faces of same subject do not cluster metrically on the map). The nonlinear methods do not seem to be particularly advantageous. In the case of the PIE set, where only three subjects were used and each has a large number of images, the performances of linear and nonlinear methods are analogous to those in the case of the single subject. That is, each subject's variations in lighting, pose and expression were captured relatively better by the nonlinear methods. However, when a large number of subjects are presented, the mapping becomes overlapped among subjects and their variations.
In summary, in the single subject case, as the sampling rate is high, the direction and pose vary gradually and smoothly. Nonlinear methods seem able to capture better the variations and thus present better lowdimensional manifolds of the data. While in the case of multiple subjects, it is unlikely that all different subjects lie on a same lowdimensional subspace when lighting and pose variations are present. Furthermore, when different images of the same subjects were captured in different conditions, there may not be a continuous distribution even for all the images from the same subject. Thus real face data sets are unlikely to exist on a single manifold. In other words, their all possible variations cannot be smoothly represented by a single manifold either linear or nonlinear.
Face recognition
In these experiments, the capabilities of various subspace methods as feature representation for face recognition was investigated. In all implementations, the dimensions of raw face images were first reduced by one of the subspace methods. Then classification was performed by one of the commonly used classifiers described in the next few paragraphs. This is the typical two-stage approach: data/feature reduction, followed by classification. The two processes are often independent for a variety of advantages such as simple implementation and independent of data sets. Jointly optimizing the data reduction and classification is also possible and may lead to better performance. However, such optimization processes can be complex and the resulting models and parameters are optimal to the data set they are trained and may not be generalized to other data sets. Four commonly used classifiers were employed: the nearestneighbor (NN), soft k-NN [29] , linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [2] and support vector machine (SVM) [43] . The NN simply classifies a test sample by finding the most similar example in the training set and returning the class of that example. In the soft k-NN classifier, each principal component outputs a confidence value, which gives the degree of support for the component in every data representation, and then the final decision is given by considering all of these confidence values. The LDA, a widely used linear classifier, tries to find a linear projection of the data set that minimizes within-class scatter and maximizes between-class separation. The SVM is a nonlinear method which separates data sets by constructing hyperplanes that maximize the margins between data classes. The SVM toolbox, available from [44] , was used in the experiment.
For the ORL data set, the number of training images was varied from three to six per subject and the remaining seven to four were used for test. In total ten independent implementations with different randomly chosen training/test images were carried out. The same choices of training/test images were used by all the methods to ensure unbiased comparisons.
For the Yale data set, the methods were trained on ten faces and tested on the remaining one of a subject each time. In each test, test faces had the same facial expression or lighting condition. Eleven implementations were conducted throughout the whole data set corresponding to eleven different facial expressions and lighting conditions. On the AR data set, 600 faces of three expressions were used for training and the remaining one expression (200 faces) for testing in each implementation. Thus there were totally four implementations.
On the PIE data set, 100 faces from each subject were randomly selected for training and the remaining 70 faces were used for testing in each implementation. Like in the ORL cases, ten independent implementations were carried out for evaluating the performance.
The performances of all these subspace methods were investigated on the same classifier in each experiment and on the same number of reduced dimension. In many cases, good performance of nonlinear subspace methods heavily relies on the choice of their parameters. The parameters of each method in the experiments were experimentally chosen to yield the optimal result for that method. PCA, KPCA, LLE, LPP, ISOMAP and CCA were implemented as vector-based subspace method, in which images are represented by single vectors; while 2DPCA, BPCA and SOM-based methods were implemented in the so-called sub-block based method [28, 29, 17] , where an image is represented by a number of sub-blocks.
The results (classification rates) are the mean results of these independent implementations. The standard deviations are also calculated, together with the significance t-test results (p-values) between the best performer and the others.
Vector-based subspace learning
Each face image was vectorized (2576, 2700, 2200 and 1024 dimensions for ORL, Yale, AR and PIE, respectively). Six methods, PCA, KPCA, LPP, LLE, ISOMAP and CCA, were implemented to reduce the dimensions of the images. The classification was conducted by using the NN, soft k-NN, LDA or SVM classifier. The Gaussian function was used for the kernel reconstruction in the KPCA. Cosine weight model was used in LPP for constructing affinity graph. For optimal parameter selection, we varied the radius of the Gaussian function (σ gaus ) for KPCA, the size of neighborhood (K lle ) for LLE, the radius of neighborhood ( iso ) for ISOMAP and the number of epochs (e cca ) for CCA in a fixed number of reduced dimensions set empirically. The optimal parameters used are: σ gaus = 15, 30, 10, 20, K lle = 24, 36, 36, 84, iso = 17, 30, 20, 25 and e cca = 30, 70, 10, 20, for ORL, Yale, AR and PIE databases, respectively. The representative number of reduced dimensions (RDim) used for four databases are 50, 50, 140 and 100. The resulting best classification rates of these methods are compiled in Table 1 . Note that the same number of reduced dimension was used by all the methods in each data set and these numbers were selected by trading off between information (high classification rate) and compactness (few dimensions) for representation.
The results in Table 1 show that similar performances were obtained by these subspace methods with various classifiers (with the best classification rates marked in bold in each case) on the ORL except LPP, which has poor performance. PCA yields similar or comparable performance to most of the nonlinear methods. While the performances vary across the subspace methods and classifiers used, the differences among them in most case on these two data sets are small and most are statistically insignificant -as indicated by the p-values (in brackets). Only in one case on the ORL data set with three training images and the soft k-NN classifier, significant improvement (p b 0.01, marked in bold) can be claimed, where PCA is the significantly worst (p =5.9e − 3), while other nonlinear methods are indifferent from the best performing LLE. But with the LDA classifier, PCA is not overwhelmingly inferior (p = 0.01), while ISOMAP and CCA are (p =7.3e − 3, p =1.7e − 5). LPP and LLE consistently have the highest classification rates on the Yale and AR data set respectively. However, the margins between the best classification rates and others are small and statistically insignificant to make a general claim of its superiority. PCA again has similar performance with most of other nonlinear methods.
On the PIE database, though the performance of these methods in many cases are statistically significant compared with corresponding best rates, the results obtained are varied considerably between classifiers. PCA has the highest rate by using the softk-NN while LPP, KPCA and ISOMAP performed best in NN, LDA and SVM classifiers, respectively. The rates of PCA in NN and SVM are statistically worse than the methods of top performance, but they are still comparable or better than some other nonlinear methods. Again, it is difficult to identify a single method which in general has best performance in this database.
From Table 1 , it can be easily observed that the performance of nonlinear methods fluctuate largely among different databases. For example, LPP has the best performance in the Yale database, but its classification rates are the lowest in the ORL data set. While PCA presents much more stable performance than the nonlinear methods.
On computational complexity, linear PCA for extracting a ddimensional subspace from a data set of N points in a n-dimensional input space is only O(dnN) by computing the first d eigenvectors via SVD decomposition of data matrix, D∈R nÂN , d ≪ n. However, the computational cost of nonlinear methods, for instance LLE, is O(nN 2 + nK lle 3 N + dN ), for constructing neighborhood graph, computing shortest paths by Floyd's algorithm and constructing d-dimensional embedding, respectively. As to be analyzed in Section 4, in most subspace learning, the dimensions (d) of the learned subspace are often far less than the numbers of data points, N (e.g. d =50 and N = 400 in ORL). Hence, the computation of PCA is even far lighter than the first step of LLE or ISOMAP algorithm for constructing their neighborhood graphs, O(dnN) ≪ O(nN 2 ), while the computation of the last two steps of LLE and ISOMAP further increase dramatically with the number of training data points. In addition, the performance of these nonlinear methods varies with the choices of their parameters and in some case the variations are great. A good performance can only be achieved after certain parameter optimization processes, which are always time-consuming along with the high computational cost of the algorithms themselves.
Block-based subspace learning
2DPCA, BPCA and SOM-based methods were implemented as blockbased subspaces for dimensionality reduction. The ORL faces are used here as examples for describing the processing of the block-based subspace learning. Each image was first locally sampled by moving a window of size 5 × 5 (block size, S blk ) over the entire image by shifting 4 pixels (block distance) each time, giving 23× 28= 644 blocks in total. That is, each face image was represented by a matrix having 644 25-dimensional vectors. These 25-dimensional vectors were used as the input for SOM-based methods. The details of the training algorithms are described in Section 2. After training, all 25-dimensional vectors in each image were passed through the trained map, and represented by the 2-dimensional index values of the corresponding winners on the map. Thereby, from the trained map, each face image generates two feature faces, each being reconstructed from one of the two indices, as shown in Fig. 5 . These feature faces were used for the classification. For example, each feature face of an ORL face is of 23× 28 in size, which resembles a reduced face image. In BPCA, each image block, 25-dimensional vector, of a face was projected onto 2-dimensional subspace, providing similarly two feature faces. 2DPCA was implemented directly on raw face image matrix, and each face was represented by a matrix with reduced number of columns (e.g. RD 2dpca =5 in the ORL data set with reduced dimensions of 92 × 5 = 410). Finally, classification, conducted on these face representations, was performed by the NN, soft k-NN and SVM classifiers.
The parameter selection for block-based methods was also conducted experimentally similar to the previous case. The 2DPCA used the numbers of reduced columns (RD 2dpca ) from 3 to 40, and the optimal parameters were set as: RD 2dpca = 5, 7, 13, 15 for the ORL, Yale, AR and PIE databases, respectively. SOM-based methods varied the map size (M som ) from 5 × 5 to 50× 50; ViSOM and gViSOM also varied the value of resolution parameter (λ, defined in Section 2.8). The optimal parameters were set to M som = 30 × 30, 13× 13, 18 × 18, 15 × 15, λ visom = 0.35, 0.90, 0.50, 0.18 and λ gvisom = 0.48, 0.65, 0.56, 0.40, for the ORL, Yale, AR and PIE databases, respectively. In these block-based methods (excluding 2DPCA), the number of retained dimensions (RD blk ) is proportional to the total numbers of sub-blocks in an image which is in inverse ratio to the size of sub-block (S blk × S blk ), and it is computed as
where ceil(x) returns a minimum integer that is equal or larger than x. N row and N col denote the height and width of an image. In the ORL case, the reduced dimensions by these methods are still large, 23× 28× 2 = 1288. The size of sub-blocks varied from 4 to 21, and S blk = 5 was found optimal for these databases. The corresponding classification results are shown in Table 2 . Again, these results are the mean rates, standard deviations and significance t-test p-values.
It can be seen that SOM-based methods perform better than PCA-based methods in most cases. Table 2 shows that 2DPCA is only better with the NN classifier with five training images or less on the ORL set, while ViSOM or gViSOM have the best performance on the remaining ORL cases and all cases of the Yale set. On the ORL, gViSOM based on soft k-NN classifier considerably outperformed 2DPCA, BPCA and SOM methods in term of classification rates, reaching as high as 99.16% in the case of six training faces per subject. The p-values indicate that in these cases, the ViSOM or gViSOM are significantly better. But the improvements of ViSOM/gViSOM on the Yale set are not significant over the other methods. For the AR database, SOM has comparable performance with ViSOM/gViSOM, though the differences among various methods are not significant enough. 2DPCA performs significantly better than other methods on the PIE database, while the rates of BPCA are significantly lower than SOM-based methods.
In summary, in most cases, ViSOM-based methods have shown their superiority for feature extraction. This can also be observed from their feature faces presented in Fig. 5 , where the feature images projected by the ViSOM/gViSOM resemble better the original image than SOM or PCA-based methods due to its metric preserving property. However, the performance differences are small or marginal in many cases.
Discussions
For performance comparison between vector-based and blockbased subspace methods, one can see that the block-based methods seem to perform marginally better than the vector-based methods in the term of classification rates, where considerable improvements were achieved with the soft k-NN classifier on the ORL and AR data sets, though they are not distinctive in the NN and SVM classifier cases. However, the vector-based methods require much smaller numbers of reduced dimensions (e.g. only 50, 50, 140 and 100 retained dimensions for ORL, Yale, AR and PIE faces respectively). While the block-based methods seem to capture better face features by using local sampling, but they requires larger numbers of retained dimensions (e.g. 1288, 9760, 2520 and 128 dimensions for the ORL, Yale, AR and PIE data respectively, computed by Eq. (17)). In addition, large numbers of retained dimensions of the block-based methods can cause singularity problem when applying LDA [45] [46] [47] [48] , as the number of reduced dimensions may be greater than the numbers of face images. From the extensive experiments and nonlinear analysis in Section 4, one observation can be reached is that the numbers of reduced dimensions used by vector-based methods are mainly determined by the total numbers of training data, while these numbers in block-based methods largely depend on the sizes of face images.
For computation, SOM-based methods have the complexity of O(M som nN) for both training and mapping input vectors onto the trained map. M som is the total number of notes in SOM-based maps. This computational cost is similar or a slightly higher than that of linear PCA. ViSOM and gVISOM have a few times higher computational cost than the SOM. An important virtue of SOM-based methods is that they work in adaptive fashion for updating the weights to an approximated solution, which can be easily applied for online learning model where data is presented sequentially. The PCA-based methods can only operate in a batch mode.
Nonlinearity analysis
The nonlinear analysis in this section only discusses on the holistic representation of face data, as implemented by the vector-based subspace methods. Block-based subspace learning using componentbased features, represents a single face as multiple input points (each facial component or block corresponds to a point), which lie in different locations with large distances between them. Thus nonlinear analysis of the structure of these component-based data cannot reveal the true underlying structure of face data and is completely different with holistic representation.
It is obvious that a data set containing N data points is linear in an N − 1 or higher dimensional space or subspace. In the ORL, Yale and AR face databases, the dimension of face data is much greater than the number of images. Thus face data are completely linear in their input spaces. For example, ORL data set containing 400 face images is linear in 399 or higher dimensional subspaces. However, are they still linear in a further reduced subspace, such as in a 50-dimensional subspace used in previous experiments? If not, how nonlinear are they? A PCA-based method is used to measure the degree of nonlinearity of data. The nonlinearity rate (NLR) can be computed as [14] ,
where λ k is the largest kth eigenvaluse of the scatter matrix
is a data point in the n-dimensional input space and x is the mean vector of total data points (the number of data points is N). NLR is the nonlinearity rate computed in a ddimensional subspace.
This nonlinearity measure has been tested on several artificial data sets and it is found that a data set has high degree of nonlinearity when the value of NRL is higher than 0.3. The nonlinearities of the ORL (400 faces), Yale (165 faces), AR (800 faces) and PIE (5780 faces) in reduced subspaces with dimensions varied from 5 to 200 are plotted in Fig. 6 . The NLR values show that the ORL face data has higher degree of nonlinearity than the Yale, AR and PIE faces in the subspaces with same numbers of dimensions. Note, though the PIE set has a much larger number of images than other databases, its NLR values are lower due to smaller variations in the images and much smaller size. The NLR values of the ORL, AR, Yale and PIE data sets in 50-dimensional subspaces are about 0.18, 0.14, 0.05 and 0.05 respectively. The NLR of all data sets becomes 0.1 or lower in higher than 100-dimensional subspace, indicating that these data sets have low degrees of nonlinearity in the reduced subspaces (i.e. are fairly linearly distributed). It also explains why nonlinear methods have similar performance to PCA in these subspaces.
From our extensive experiments on vector-based face recognition with various reduced dimensions in the ORL, Yale and AR databases shown in Fig. 7 , three observations can be drawn. First, the performance of all methods increases in general with the retained dimensions, as lower nonlinearities lead to better performance. Second, PCA yields reasonable performances at reduced dimensions of as low as 40 on the ORL and Yale (with NLRs of 0.21 and 0.06, respectively), and of 80 on the AR (with NLR of 0.10). With the increase in reduced dimensions (decrease in nonlinearity), all methods have stable performance with the NN classifier, while PCA yields similar or comparable performance to those nonlinear methods in most cases. Third, the performances of all methods deteriorate in highly reduced subspaces or very low dimensions (thus highly nonlinear). For example, on the ORL data set, all methods have low classification rates in the subspaces of less than 20 dimensions, of which the NLR values are higher than 0.3. In the viewpoint of feature extraction, a compact yet informative representation of facial images is desirable, while the representation should also lie in subspaces having low degree of nonlinearity where dimensionality reduction methods, linear or nonlinear, can perform effectively.
Summary and conclusions
In this paper, we investigated the unsupervised linear and nonlinear subspace or dimensionality reduction methods for facial image representation and recognition. Their performances have been systemically evaluated and compared on synthetical data and a range of real-world facial image data sets independent on subsequent classification. The main findings are summarized below.
Linear vs nonlinear: nonlinear methods have their flexibility in learning the structure of a continuous and smooth data set with a large number of samples, which lies in a single subspace embedding into a high-dimensional input space. But they fail to consistently outperform linear methods on real-world data sets having more complicated distributions, such as multi-subspace, discrete distributions and sampling effects. In a subspace of low nonlinearity, similar or comparable performance can be expected from either linear or nonlinear methods.
Vector-based vs block-based: block-based subspace methods have their advantages for feature representation as they capture more features than vector-based methods by using local block sampling, and metric preserving mapping (e.g. ViSOM) further improves such performance. However, block-based methods often require more retained dimensions than vector-based methods; and this increases computational costs and storages. PCA-based vs adaptive neural networks: PCA/eigen-decomposition based methods can be formulated as a closed-form optimization problem where a global solution is guaranteed. While adaptive neural networks often achieve an approximated solution by updating their free parameters or weights iteratively via minimizing a locally set cost function, and usually no unique solution can be guaranteed. However, eigen-based methods are not adaptive and thus unsuitable for cases where online learning is required.
The main aim of the work was to comprehensively investigate the performance of linear and nonlinear dimensionality reduction methods for face representation and recognition. Nonlinear subspace methods can easily demonstrate their virtue on artificial nonlinear data. On real-world facial image data, the difficulty stems from the existence of multiple subjects, limited number of training samples and great variability in individual appearance, further coupled with variations in lighting, expression and background. Thus single nonlinear subspace or manifold struggles to provide a more effective, convincing alternative to the simple, efficient linear PCA for representing and classifying these complex data, even with much added computational expenses. 
